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“Opinion America” 
Even More “In Your Face” 
Honesty for Year 2 from 

Everyday Folks 
 
Our first year has been a learning experience with so 

many comments from readers across the United States 
and Europe giving us their feedback on social and 
political views that we’ve decided to become even 

more edgy in order to accommodate the material we 
get from everyday folks whose views hopefully could 
change people’s impressions of society with their take 

on what they observe on a daily basis in their lives. 
Regular folks who were familiar with injustice within 

society before Opinion America was created know how 
hard it was to get your voice across to the masses in a 
way where everyone can appreciate real honesty 

among fellow citizens across all fifty states. In creating 
Opinion America and making it available through the 
Nancy Hanks Lincoln Public Library where it can easily 

be located and downloaded—it is the hope more people 
will come across it and add their thoughts and hopes 

for future editions. That said, this paper is not a hate 
speech outlet and material from anyone with ignorant 
and racist views will not be considered for print. 

Opinion America is for everyone who has views that 
might help or change specific ways of thinking about 

“particular” issues whether right or wrong. It may not 
gel with everyone’s view of politically correct thinking 
but in actuality that was never the way Opinion 

America was developed initially anyway. It was created 
for forward thinking citizens (both young and old) who 
are sick of the constant stream of lies that is 

distributed by print and digital editorial media outlets 
whose advertisers “dictate” what they can print or 

report. Opinion America doesn’t have advertisers or 
corporate monkeys telling anyone what to do and say. 
Editorials come in from regular folks and if they tell a 

good enough story—they get printed—period—end of 
story. That is the way it should work in every 

newspaper or digital news outlet across the United 
States—but sadly that is just wishful thinking. Opinion 
America one of the few examples of how real people 

think and we look forward to hearing from anyone who 
feel they have a voice that could create change. 
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Our World 
 

 

US News Media is a Total 
Joke Today. So-Called 

Journalists are Too Afraid to 
Ask Tough Questions 

Because of Backlash from 
the Corporations That Own 

Them Who are Fearful of 
Losing the Ratings War if 

They Put Politicians & Police 
on the Spot for Their 

Obvious Lies & Hateful 
Racist Rhetoric 

 

Yep, I agree with the previous view on the media from 

your last issue. But how about go a step farther with 

even more harsh criticism of how the media goes 

about their “reporting” of the news. Every day you turn 

on the news you get this stream of crap about Donald 

Trump and the rest of the also-ran idiots that make up 

the Republican base. Like seriously, some of these 

fools running to be President are so out of touch with 

society it’s really sad. And yet the media who proudly 

call themselves “journalists” never do their jobs with 

probably the exception of Chris Cuomo (as stated in 

the last issue) from CNN who dares to ignore the usual 

orders to ask “pat” questions and rips into anyone he 

feels is lying to him. That’s how a real reporter should 

handle their job every day. Yet most often seem to 

shamelessly gush with joy at being given the chance to 

“chitchat” when interviewing subjects. This so-called 

reporting is most noticeable on MSNBC’s Morning Joe 

where it seems the hosts, especially that moron Joe 

Scarborough enjoys kissing up to Republican liars. Of 

course he is one of them so what should anyone 

expect? But let’s get real here—does anyone believe 

the drivel politicians say? Yet, these media outlets that 

profess to report “real news” keep pushing agendas 

knowing ahead of the time that 90% of what is said is 

just outright lies—but then casually deny it later. 

Recently when it became so obvious that they pander 

to politicians that even the novices who don’t follow 

news began to notice—some of the network people 

started to admit it was true. ABC and CBS actually 

admit they only ask soft questions because if they ask 

real questions, political candidates might ignore them. 

Like who gives a fuck if these crooked politicians let 

themselves be interviewed? But here’s a reality check 

for the stupid pea brains from all the networks. 

Politicians need airtime just as much as the networks 

need them—so here’s the deal—“journalists” STOP 

kissing up to smarmy politicians and act like the 

journalists you claim to be. Slam people like Trump 

and demand answers to your questions—and if they 

refuse to answer the question or dodge answering by 

deflecting to some other inane storyline, ask it again 

and it they refuse to answer a second time, end the 

frigging interview ASAP and walk away. Want to bet 

they’ll kowtow really fast? Yep, they would. Anyone 

who claims to be a journalist today needs to get a 

backbone and look at the old interviews on 60 Minutes 

to see how it was done right by pros in the old days. 

Those guys at least had a spine—because here is 

something to think about—when questions are not 

asked after a politician spouts a known lie—and it goes 

unchecked—it is accepted as truth by some dumb idiot 

viewer out there and the news outlets are to blame for 

false information being spread after the fact. Of course 

Republicans love to lie to the public—that’s the whole 

basis of FOX News—which is the most damaging US 

propaganda machine to date—and while American 

news outlets like to say that RT is nothing more than a 

propaganda arm of the Russian government—we, the 

USA, can’t talk because of FOX News. Trust me, RT has 

nothing on FOX and it daily fictional reporting. 

At least RT mostly tells the truth when talking about 

world events but FOX is all lies—it’s a fact—so why not 

state reality? Recently MSNBC had the nerve to make 

a comment about Sky News from the UK being 

somewhat not reputable. Seriously, MSNBC had the 

nerve to make such comments after they TELL their 

reporters who to interview and what to say? More 

importantly this is the network that airs Morning Joe 

which is nothing but agenda-driven GOP politics from a 

so-called “liberal” news station. CNN is no better either 

about playing the kissing game with politicians—pretty 

much saying with a wink they are in the business of 

ratings not truth. Too bad they forget the basic rule of 

reporting. Reporting lies doesn’t help the public but it 

doesn’t make for being considered credible either. 
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So-Called Christian Losers 
Complain Endlessly Over Plain 

Starbucks Holiday Cup 
 

Here’s another “too strange not to be true” story to 
print. In November when Starbucks came out with 
their annual holiday cup the usual Christmas deco was 

gone in place of a plain red-colored cup. And though 
you’d think people, especially the far right so-called 
Christians who use God as a prop for their crazed 

issues would have much more things to worry about 
that they wouldn’t have time to complain that a 

throwaway cup from Starbucks wasn’t Christmas 
enough—going as far as to publicly equate “Christmas 
images” with Christianity. Like really, I think these 

clueless idiots should be wondering more about the 
many that don’t have enough to eat over the upcoming 

holiday season—rather than trying to push their 
agendas on the masses. Of course people like this only 
think of themselves and actually think they represent 

Christians. Actually they represent just the opposite to 
those watching who have even the smallest amount of 
common sense—that of a money-orientated group 

more fixated on image than what Christmas is really 
supposed to be about. This is so sad in so many ways 

that in this society people would actually get upset at a 
silly cup when so many of their fellow citizens have so 
little. Maybe they should take the money they use to 

buy coffee and buy something to eat for someone 
living on the streets in need of a meal? Of course this 

would make sense but would people who are fixated 
on their own views think this way? Not a chance—just 
look at the clowns on FOX News and that should be 

your answer—they represent those who are the worst 
in our society. How can anyone view this ridiculous 
behavior from the far right and still think they follow 

the word of God instead of a bag of filthy money? 
So, my advice to every selfish and uncaring so-called 

Christians out there is simple—read the Bible in its 
entirety—not just say you do—but actually read it. You 
might learn something—since it’s clear you haven’t 

figured out God is shamed by “people” like you. 
 

Terrible Year for Truth 
 

Looking at your last issue—so right about the media 

pretending to be reporting news—couldn’t said it better 
myself. Don’t let up—slam them harder next year. As 

someone who watches the news I notice exactly what 
was stated about reporters never doing their job and in 
the case of MSNBC gabbing way too much—time to 

take back the news and treat it like it should be 
treated—as a medium for facts and not s a medium to 
kiss some crooked politician’s ass just for ratings. 

Israel Kills Palestinians Claiming 
Acts of Terror Yet Refuse to 

Punish Their Own for Exactly the 
Same Behavior? No Wonder the 

World is Calling Them Out for 
Their Hypocritical Views Which 

Also Includes Stealing Land from 
Palestine that Doesn’t (and has 

never) Belonged to Them 
 
When I look at the news I shake my head and sadly 
wonder why we in the United States can’t see what is 

happening in the Middle East for what it is? Each and 
every time there’s a story on the Israel & Palestine 

conflict not one news organization with the exception 
of RT calls it for what it is. There’ll never be peace in 
that area until Palestine is legally allowed to become 

its own State. Every news outlets “pipes” the usual lie 
that Israel is our only friend in the Middle East yet 
ignore that this same country has attempted to spy on 

us endlessly, ignored our suggestions while they take 
our money, and blatantly act defiant to our wishes 

concerning Palestine. This has to stop. Recently Europe 
has taken the righteous initiative to block sales of 
Israeli-made goods that come from occupied land. I 

say we go one further and demand they agree to allow 
Palestine statehood or forgo any more help from us. 

This country now has more in common with a Fascist 
dictatorship regime than a Democracy—shameful. 
 

ABC’s Bachelor and 
Bachelorette—“is a Disgusting 

Shameless Whorefest” 
 

ABC’s Bachelor and Bachelorette reality shows are 
nothing but a whorefest for sad sacks seeking 
someone to love them only to be used and discarded 

like an old newspaper. And before you start emailing 
hate comments, look at the facts. Only a few couples 

who participated have had happy endings after the 
shows ended. Most have split soon after—why? Oh, 
how about TV is not the place to look for someone to 

marry, especially since it’s been reported and backed 
up by several interviews with former contestants 
(despite ABC repeated denials) that the men and 

women who professed to be looking for “the right one” 
slept with several (not one) of the contestants while 
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pretending to be a romantic at heart. Oops—I guess 
nothing says romantic more than being a slut and a 

dog. I don’t know about most people but sleeping 
around while supposedly looking for your future 
husband or wife is not what I would consider romantic 

by any such means—actually quite the opposite. 
Seriously, who would want to marry someone after 
thinking about the fact they slept around while you 

were dating them? A better name for either show 
would have been Who Wants to Marry a Slut or Who 

Wants to Marry a Dog. And yeah, that’s a cleaned up 
version of what I really wanted to say in print. 
And while I assume everyone would like to be loved 

and appreciated—who would want to settle for being 
second with someone who cared so little about your 

feelings that they put their own needs and happiness 
above yours while expecting you to be OK with such an 
arrangement? I don’t know about most people but 

such a “sad” deal would never be good enough for me 
or anyone else who had high standards and expected 
much more from a real relationship today—unless of 

course you like being made a fool of continuously? 
 

Ben Carson and Donald Trump 
Spread Hate Speech as People 

Buy Their Crappy Lies 
 
Got a few points to make after listening to assholes 
like Ben Carson and Donald Trump spread their hateful 

lies about Muslims every chance they get. Let’s face it 
folks, it’s their kind of talk that resulted in that loony 

tune shooting up that clinic in Colorado. And the 
incident with that freak that killed a whole bunch of 
people in California certainly made things worse. Yet 

none of the mainstream press wants to pin the racist 
label on Trump—actually acting confused when it is 

pointed out to them? Certainly they can’t be this dense 
not to see their role in the poor reporting they do? 
 

Crooked Police Scheme to Avoid 
Wearing Body Cameras 

 

A lawyer for a police officer busted for not wearing a 

body camera and who killed a teenager stated when 
told that a surveillance camera caught what happened 

from right in front where the shooting took place had 
the gall to say that what the police officer saw the 
camera didn’t see. Really? The camera caught all 

angles and still this toad tried to deny facts. Well, here 
is reality, cameras don’t lie, people do, lawyers do, and 
police officers always lie when busted. Case closed. 
 

FOX News Crew Spewing Lies 
 

Enough with haters on FOX telling tales because they 
can’t admit they’re racist—call out those bastards. 

Recent ISIS Inspired 
Attacks in France and the 

US Brings Out Endless 
Racists in America 

 

Recap of Recent News—sometimes you really must 
wonder how people who claim they follow God’s law so 

closely could be so hateful and racist without realizing 
it. Or maybe they do but are too stupid to realize it 
given how idiotic their mental state is. As the mass 

killings in France and in California recently played out 
you’d think people would come together after such a 

tragedy and realize a bit of common sense when they 
realize the “ISIS-inspired killers” does not represent 
Muslims everywhere. But of course that’s not how 

things transpired. Idiotic far-far-right freaks from FOX 
News and stupid politicians like Ted Cruz and Marco 
Rubio began to act like being a Christian was so much 

above the fray. Really—is that so? I guess these 
pinheads forgot the recent killing spree in Colorado 

perpetrated by one of “their kind” was because of the 
rhetoric they spew endlessly to media outlet they can 
get away with making stuff up and not being called out 

for their outrageous comments. Cruz is a certified loon 
who should be in a padded room not deluding himself 

with a Presidential run. And Rubio should try actually 
doing the job he was elected to and not, and saying 
when asked that he can’t attend do the job he was 

elected to do because he is running for President. Like 
who asked him in the first place anyway, and more 
importantly he stands a snowball’s chance in hell of 

making it to that position anyway. Seriously, he looks 
like a “ken doll” and has the “empty head” image down 

perfect already so why is he looking for a real job—one 
he couldn’t handle even if he got it somehow. 
Like truthfully he is another Sarah Palin want-to-be 

reborn in 2015—meaning that he’s only after the fame 
and financial profits that come from being in the 
spotlight pretending to have a brain but not being 

intelligent enough to talk in public, much less have 
such a complicated job as President of the USA. 

 

Something to Think About 
 

Barack Obama is a weak President—but better weak 
than dumb—which is what George W. Bush was. I 
prefer weak any day over dumb. At least with weak 

you can improve—dumb unfortunately is forever. So 
next time some fucking idiot decides to slam Obama 

they should remember their IQ is lower than his and 
that makes them less of a person—less than a dog if 
the truth be known—and probably equal to a rock by 

the side of a road. Oh wait—rocks have value—a 
dumbass idiot has none—say hello Donald Trump. 
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Republicans Use “Pretend” 
Scare of Syrian Refugees Being 
Terrorists to Block Entry in the 

US When in Reality They 
Actually Hate Muslims Due to 

Misguided Racism Due to Their 
Own Prejudices 

 
I guess being a Christian today, oops I mean being 

Republican means you’re closeted racist who hates 
anyone who isn’t like you—a card carrying KKK 

member who think no one can see you for who you 
really are and not who you pretend to be. Man, it’s so 
distasteful to see how the GOP are talking about 

Muslims and acting like the whole religion is nothing 
more than an evil front for ISIS killers. I guess these 

so-called Christians forgot how many hateful things 
Christians did (and still do) in the name of religion. 
Let’s not forget the Inquisition or the reign of Mary I of 

England—otherwise known as “Bloody Mary” to her 
victims. And while we’re at it let’s focus on the stain of 
slavery that Christians caused. Yes, that’s right. 

Christians were slave owners in America, the only 
slave owners, not Jews, not Muslims, not Mormons and 

not Hindus. Oh, and let’s not forget the Holocaust. 
Who do you think carried that mess out? Space aliens? 
No, it was Christians pretending to follow the word of 

God but using his name only as a prop to do their dirty 
work against their fellow citizens. Deal with facts, 
because these are facts. Look them up and you’ll see 

the truth—the truth not sloppily whitewashed by the 
endless propaganda that FOX News spins every day 

hoping to further confuse high school dropouts who 
think all they need in life is a Bible and a gun—though 
they don’t understand how to use either properly. 

As usual when questioned—every so-called Christian 
swears that Christians have never done anything as 

vile as the ISIS group is doing. But in actuality, let’s 
look at the past and I bet you things will appear much 
different. Republicans who pretend to be all about God 

should cut the crap already and admit they only follow 
the money trail and God means nothing to them 
except when they need votes. Donald Trump isn’t the 

only soulless moron running for President. He just 
happens to be the only one who isn’t shy about 

admitting it in public. Like come on people, does Ted 
Cruz or Marco Rubio actually strike you as nice people? 
What about Rick Santorum or Lindsey Graham? Do 

nice people make light about killing thousands of 
people in the name of hatred? I think not. Let’s face it 

for reality’s sake OK—Trump has done a good thing 
come the 2016 elections. He’s brought out all the 
Republican racists from behind the masks they’ve hid 

so long behind—now there’s no more pretending. 

Sloppy News Media Types 
Giving a Pass to Politicians Who 
Refuse to Answer Questions by 
Dodging or Changing the Topic 

Must be Addressed 
 
Saw the story in your last tissue and it was so right on 

the money about these tired stooges who run the news 
media. It’s like a damn pony ride most of the time with 

these fools who’ve forgotten how to do their jobs and 
pretend to be journalists. Yep, I too think some house 
cleaning is needed at CNN and MSNBC. And while 

we’re at it let’s completely fire every one of those 
idiots at FOX News and hire people with real 
journalistic credentials. It’s almost laughable how 

some of these news types actually think they’re 
journalists when in fact they’re “talking heads” or 

“pundits” masquerading as serious news people. It’s 
like someone who reads the weather from a 
teleprompt and deludes themselves that they’re a 

meteorologist when in fact they’re nothing more than a 
desk jockey with the intelligence of a fly. Seriously, 

some of them look like they’re quite low on the IQ 
ladder as they try to repeat really big words from their 
cue cards that they have no clue what they mean. 

A real journalist would know how to do their job when 
it comes to confronting crooked politicians and not 
take cues from their station manager or the corporate 

owners of their news outlet as they’ve done time and 
time again. MSNBC and ABC are bad at this—but CNN 

is the worst with this situation if the truth be known. 
Never a hard question to those they interview despite 
knowing the creeps they’re talking to are blatantly 

lying and not ashamed either. And I’m not even going 
to mention FOX News as part of this “grip fest” since 
they long ago stopped being a serious news outlet and 

officially became a proud propaganda poster for the 
Republican Party. But for the others, they should know 

better. They apparently think by “soft-balling” sleazy 
Republican candidates they’ll appear more mainstream 
and less liberal to the whackos in the Right Wing but 

they still won’t be seen any differently regardless when 
it’s all said and done. What is happening is they’re 

becoming part of the problem by letting lies go 
unchecked while slamming the Democrats for minor 
issues like the recent email issue with Hillary Clinton 

for weeks. CNN spent so much time deciding on her 
guilt that they let Donald Trump and others off the 
hook with their endless racist rants and lies about 

Muslims that they should have been addressing. I 
know they believe they’re doing their jobs and 

“keeping it fair” but in actuality they’re doing neither. 
If CNN and others are so worried about losing the 
“respect” of Republicans or their chance to interview 

them—then they should just jump ship and rename 
their frigging news outlets FOX News 2 already. 
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Hillary Clinton Links 
Donald Trump to ISIS and 
Two-Faced Conservative 
Media Demands Apology 
Despite Their Own Track 

Record for Not Ever 
Apologizing for Their Lies 

 
Oh man, if this election cycle couldn’t get any funnier it 

just did. For the 3rd Democratic Debate held on 
December 19 it looks like Hillary Clinton took a page 

out of Donald Trump’s playbook by calling him out for 
something that may not be true yet but certainly will 
be. Clinton said out loud that Trump’s hateful rhetoric 

toward Muslims was giving ISIS a reason to recruit 
more crazies. Of course Trump having such thin skin, 
demanded an apology. Like that was ever going to 

happen—maybe when pigs fly. Clinton’s rep zinged 
back that an apology was out of the question and stuck 

to the claim what was said was true. As usual the 
media tried to kiss Trump’s ass by stating she should 
admit what she said wasn’t true—though a few of them 

did say that maybe it was happening in pocket areas. 
A few GOP talking heads sided with Trump, acting like 

all the lies he’s repeated previous were not an issue. 
But the oddest of the comments was having 
everyone’s loser candidate Jeb Trump say Clinton 

should say she was sorry. And Bush wonders why he’s 
not getting anywhere with his campaign? This fool 
should have looked the gift horse in the mouth and 

used what Clinton said to embolden his claim that 
Trump is all wrong for the country. Instead this pea 

brain sided with the man who ruined his chances to be 
the Republican candidate for 2016. Seriously, if I didn’t 
already know Jeb Bush was even dumber than his 

brother, there’s no doubt now for sure. Man, there’s no 
hope at all for him after this huge colossal blunder. 

Meanwhile on the Trump side this freak continues to lie 
and spread racist behavior everywhere he goes and 
refuses to see how much damage he’s caused. 

Personally I think he knows full well how radical his 
views are but could care else because all he thinks 
about is winning even if he sparks the loonies to come 

out and support his racist views. There’s not much you 
can say about someone who actually enjoyed getting 

praised by Vladimir Putin despite how low Putin ranks 
on the world stage. Trump even joked about killing 
journalists he didn’t like—but quickly stated he 

wouldn’t kill anyone. Yeah, but some of his whacked 
supporters just might. And then what do you think he 
would do if they killed one of the journalists he made 

comments about? Well, accepting blame I assure you 
isn’t something he’ll ever do for what he might incite. 

If anyone doubts this, let’s not forget that not one 
Republican took responsibility for their hateful rhetoric 
about Planned Parenthood which led to some crazy 

whack-job killing a whole bunch of people in Colorado 
not long ago. And of course the media let GOP bad 
behavior slide away without so much as placing blame 

where it should be placed. And then they wonder out 
loud why they’re criticized so harshly for not doing 

their jobs like they’re supposed to? Case in point today 
the media focused on whether what Hillary Clinton was 
truthful or not when in reality they should be forcing 

Trump to be held accountable for all his lies which they 
give him a pass each and every time he makes 

something up and says it’s true—refusing to admit he’s 
full of crap. And while they know the public can see 
through their fake reporting of the news—they still 

have the nerve to seem confused by the criticism? 
Sometimes you have to wonder who’s full of more 
crap—the media or Trump? I’ll let the public decide. 
 

Hypocrite Ted Cruz Upset His 
Daughters are Ridiculed Then 
Uses the Opportunity to Make 

Money by Pimping His Daughters 
like Whores in the Media Like All 

So-Called “Christians” Do 
 

Can you get anymore sleazy than Ted Cruz? Seriously 
even the lowest mongrel on the ladder (Cruz) should 

have more class than to use what he perceived as a 
“supposed” slight on his children to make money from 

what happened. This is the real Cruz—a fanatic freak 
showing his true colors—as an opportunistic creep. 
 

PS—Are we even sure his children are really his—with him being too 
afraid to come out of the closet and be proud of his true self. 

 

LAPD Says Their Officers Aren’t 
Racist—From an Investigation 

Channeled by Their Own 
People—Yeah Right. If it Looks 

Racist—It is—End of Story 
 

OK—an LAPD report claimed recently that they found 
that there is no racial bias from their officers toward 

blacks & Hispanics. Oh really—this from an investigation 
that they had control over? Yeah right, they can claim 

what they want but anyone with a brain can see this 
deal for what it is. LAPD pretending they aren’t racist 
toward people of color doesn’t change reality at all. 
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The excerpt below is taken from the 1918 memoir A Woman’s Wartime Journal by Dolly Sumner Lunt 

and edited by Julian Street. This book is available online at the Nancy Hanks Lincoln Public Library. To obtain a 

free version of this book on PDF visit www.nancyhankslincolnpubliclibrary.com and download a copy. 
 

 

January 1, 1864 
A new year is ushered in, but peace comes not with it. Scarcely a family but has given 
some of its members to the bloody war that is still decimating our nation. Oh, that its 
ravages may soon be stopped! Will another year find us among carnage and 
bloodshed? Shall we be a nation or shall we be annihilated?—The prices of everything 
are very high. Corn seven dollars a bushel, calico ten dollars a yard, salt sixty dollars a 
hundred, cotton from sixty to eighty cents a pound, everything in like ratio. 
 

July 22, 1864 
[The day of the Battle of Atlanta] 
We have heard the loud booming of cannon all day. Mr. Ward [the overseer] went 
over to the burial of Thomas Harwell, whose death I witnessed yesterday. They had 
but just gone when the Reverend A. Turner, wife, and daughter drove up with their 
wagons, desiring to rest awhile. They went into the ell [a large back room] and lay 
down, I following them, wishing to enjoy their company. Suddenly I saw the servants 
running to the palings, and I walked to the door, when I saw such a stampede as I 
never witnessed before. The road was full of carriages, wagons, men on horseback, all 
riding at full speed. Judge Floyd stopped, saying: “Mrs. Burge (Dolly Sumner Lunt), the 
Yankees are coming. They have got my family, and here is all I have upon earth. Hide 
your mules and carriages and whatever valuables you have.” 
 
Sadai [Mrs. Burge’s nine-year-old daughter] said: “Oh, Mama, what shall we do?” ”Never mind, 
Sadai,” I said. “They won’t hurt you, and you must help me hide my things.” 

 
I went to the smokehouse, divided out the meat to the servants, and bid them hide it. 
Juha [a slave] took a jar of lard and buried it. In the meantime Sadai was taking down 
and picking up our clothes, which she was giving to the servants to hide in their 
cabins; silk dresses, challis, muslins, and merinos, linens, and hosiery, all found their 
way into the chests of the women and under their beds; china and silver were buried 
underground, and Sadai bid Mary [a slave] hide a bit of soap under some bricks, that 
mama might have a little left. Then she came to me with a part of a loaf of bread, 
asking if she had not better put it in her pocket, that we might have something to eat 
that night. And, verily, we had cause to fear that we might be homeless, for on every 
side we could see smoke arising from burning buildings and bridges. 
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Major Ansley, who was wounded in the hip in the Battle of Missionary Ridge, and has 
not recovered, came with his wife, sister, two little ones, and servants. He was 
traveling in a bed in a small wagon. They had thought to get to Eatonton, but he was 
so wearied that they stopped with me for the night. I am glad to have them. I shall 
sleep none tonight. The woods are full of refugees. 
 

July 23, 1864 
I have been left in my home all day with no one but Sadai. Have seen nothing of the 
raiders, though this morning they burned the buildings around the depot at the Circle. 
I have sat here in the porch nearly all day, and hailed every one that passed for news. 
Just as the sun set here Major Ansley and family came back. They heard of the enemy 
all about and concluded they were as safe here as anywhere. Just before bedtime 
John, our boy, came from Covington with word that the Yankees had left. Wheeler’s 
men were in Covington and going in pursuit. We slept sweetly and felt safe. 
 

Sunday, July 24, 1864 
Our preacher’s horse stolen by the Yankees. This raid is for the purpose of destroying 
our railroads. They cruelly shot a George Daniel and a Mr. Jones of Covington, 
destroyed a great deal of private property, and took many citizens prisoners. 
 

July 27, 1864 
Major Ansley and family have remained. We are feeling more settled and have begun 
to bring to light some of the things which we had put away. 
 

July 28, 1864 
I rose early and had the boys plow the turnip patch. We were just rising from 
breakfast when Ben Glass rode up with the cry: “The Yankees are coming. Mrs. Burge, 
hide your mules!” [The Yankees did not come that day, but it was thought best to 
send Major Ansley away. He left at 2 AM] 
 

July 29, 1864 
The report is that the Yankees have left Covington for Macon, to release prisoners held 
there. They robbed every house on the road of its provisions, sometimes taking every 
piece of meat, blankets and wearing apparel, silver and arms of every description. 
They would take silk dresses and put them under their saddles, and many other things 
for which they had no use. Is this the way to make us love them and their Union? Let 
the poor people answer whom they have deprived of every mouthful of meat and of 
their livestock! Our mills, too, they have burned, destroying immense property. 
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Life & Times 
 

 

Los Angeles Diary 
Part 7 

 

© 2015 Street Beat News 
 

Note: This is a real-life diary. For the record, the events mentioned 

in this diary occurred several years ago in 2008 and 2009. Remaining 

parts will be serialized in future issues of Opinion America. 
 

January 4—I feel like I’m living in a bad dramatic soap 
opera after what happened yesterday. Phil Liebschutz 

obviously had many noticeable mental problems, but 
as yesterday went by I began seeing how he uses it to 
his advantage to manipulate people into feeling sorry 

for him and I wasn’t about to let him use me too. His 
big mouth had caused him to lose his previous job with 
UCLA and his addiction to sex had cost him financially. 

Not being able to have a successful relationship he 
sought out hookers to keep him company and couldn’t 

understand why he was always broke afterwards. I 
tried talking sense into him on one occasion, but he 
refused to face reality so I stopped wasting my time 

knowing it was pointless to continue to try and pound 
some sense into someone like him who clearly isn’t 
willing to face what was wrong with his character on 

many levels—starting with being needlessly cruel. 
 

January 5— I’m realizing as the days progress staying 
at Phil’s isn’t a good idea as it first seemed. He’s 
became more intolerable as time goes by and because 

of his volatile personality, he’s incredibly hard to be 
around whenever he isn’t at work. He supposedly has 

imagined himself to be a greater asset to his job than 
he really is and it has begun to take a harsh toll, as his 
co-employees obviously has taken a dislike to him 

because of how he views himself. I still had no income 
and I have relied on Phil to bring home free food from 
Starbucks, but when he began complaining about 

having to do this for me, I’ve pretty much decided it is 
time for me to leave, especially when he begins to 

argue endlessly with Gary Greene bringing needless 
attention to me. I have kept a low profile at Phil’s 
apartment building, but despite this, Gary seems to 

know I’m staying with Phil and made it his business 
trying to figure out Phil’s secret even though he 

probably has secrets of his own that he didn’t want 
anyone knowing about—one of them being that he has 
sleeping with his (male) next door neighbor which he 

probably doesn’t want made public. (This particular 
neighbor was probably with him the night back in 
December when I had come over asking for help when 

Gary refused to let me stay at his apartment.) It 
certainly doesn’t help either that Phil seems intent on 

trying to make the situation of my living arrangements 
more noticeable than I would like each and every time 
he starts creating a “soap opera” scenario with Gary 

about whatever stupid incident he can play out. 

January 10—I finally decided I’d had enough on 

Thursday, January 8th, and left again for the beach. 
Phil sort of knew I was leaving, but didn’t seem to care 

one way or the other. Once back at the beach I again 
began to fantasize about reviving my book project. I 
have nothing left to live for except the possibility of my 

dream, so I began to think of ways to repair my mess 
of a life. Of course during this time I starved myself 

again by not eating or drinking. I was torn by ideas of 
throwing it all away for good or trying once more to 
see if there was a reason for me to want to keep 

myself alive any longer despite my bleak future. 
 
January 11—I’ve been dealing with being totally alone 

at Nicholas Canyon Beach. And while there are 
occasional visitors (including surfers) I keep to myself 

to remain as invisible as I can. Spending the day doing 
nothing is the hardest—and the only thing to do is let 
my mind run wild with thoughts of how to get away 

from this mess that I’ve put myself into but can’t seem 
to figure a way out of that can work for the better. 

 
January 13—I have to struggle each day to continue 
onward without feeling so depressed. Not having food 

isn’t the worse thing to handle—believe me—it is 
actually the feeling of total failure and not being able 
to come up with a way to make things change. 

 
January 14—I’ve had so much to think about in the 

last few days. I’m so in need of help—but no one to 
call—why am I still alive if this is my only future? 
 

January 17—On Thursday, January 15th, I made yet 
another trip from Malibu back to Hollywood to Phil 
Liebschutz’s apartment. It was a trip that almost didn’t 

happen as it appeared (at least to me) that I was close 
to death after about a week of not eating or drinking 

anything. It probably was nothing more than a heat 
stroke but I’ll probably never know for sure. I 
remember standing at the bus stop near Trancas 

Beach feeling suddenly light-headed. I felt like I was 
going to pass out because of the heat and actually 

blacked out a few times before I leaned against a pole 
until the bus arrived trying not to let anyone know 
what was happening. Inside the bus later I recovered 

from the feelings I had experienced but it sort of 
scared me everything could end so quickly for me. 
Phil appeared surprised to see me when I showed up 

at his front door—not necessarily happy—but seemed 
to expect it and didn’t ask too many questions. He 

especially didn’t seem to care when I mentioned I had 
almost died on the way back from Malibu earlier. I 
decided this time I’d stay for two weeks only, and if I 

couldn’t get my life together I was done. I had to stop 
looking for things that didn’t exist in my life and face 

the possibility my life had reached its conclusion. 
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As usual nothing could be accomplished despite my 
best efforts. I was miserable and didn’t know how to 

change anything in my life. Dealing with Phil’s erratic 
mood swings wasn’t pleasant either as his behavior 
became more and more unstable with each passing 

day. Most of the memories of exactly what I did with 
my free time during the last couple of days are a blur 
as well and I guess it is better not remembering since 

that would just cause more unhappiness. 
 

January 19—A lot of harsh realities to live through 
each day trying to stomach the mess I’ve put myself 
into but can’t seem to figure out. Either I’m dealing 

with Phil’s issues at his apartment—or I’m wandering 
around Los Angeles in a fog—either way it’s bad. 

 
January 20—I never thought feeling so lonely could be 
so terrible when you’re not hooked on drugs. But it’s 

the worse. Just can’t seem to get through each day 
without wishing it would just all be over quickly. 
 

January 22—I’ve been so unfocused lately trying to 
deal with what seems to be a no-win situation for me. 

If things aren’t bad enough with not having any hope 
the idea that I’m better off at Nicholas Canyon Beach 
seems to be creeping into my mind more lately and for 

some reason it makes sense—which I’m not sure is the 
best outcome after my previous experiences. 

 
January 25—I feel incredibly alone as the days go by 
with more and more thoughts circulating through my 

mind of not really having any hope. Sometimes I 
wonder why I have to live through this nightmare if it’ll 
all end exactly the same way—me being alone at 

Nicholas Canyon Beach and dying without hope. 
 

January 26—I’ve finally begin to adjust to the idea that 
there isn’t any hope and hasn’t been any for a long 
time though I’ve been unwilling to admit to it. 

 
January 28—I realize there’s no hope—maybe this 

outcome is the best for me—or I assume anyway. 
 
January 31—By January 29th, I was ready to go back 

to the beach whether I was prepared or not. Dealing 
with Phil Liebschutz and his mood swings had pretty 
much made me wish I were dead and I just couldn’t 

take being around him anymore. I left that morning, 
intending never to return, expecting my last few days 

to be at the beach. It seemed to be at the time I 
couldn’t get away from that fate so I might as well face 
it and stop putting off the obvious any longer. 

As usual once back at Nicholas Canyon Beach thoughts 
about my book project continued to convince me that 

my still had meaning and I could somehow make it 
work if I could salvage what I’d been through by some 
miracle. These thoughts continued to flood my mind as 

I sat alone on the beach still not sure why I continued 
to have these ideas when everything else seemed so 
bleak and hinted at an outcome of failing again. 

 

February 2—I’ve been thinking and thinking and it 
seems the more ideas I come up with I find reasons to 

want to live—except realistically there still isn’t any 
hope when it comes to someone taking pity on me and 
making an effort to reach out give me some help. 

 
February 6—I continued to focus on hope and so I 
went back to Hollywood on February 3rd, and played 

on Phil’s sympathies again. But this time there was 
none. While I was at Nicholas Canyon Beach, being the 

fool that he was, he created even more strife between 
him and Gary Greene—so now he was being 
scrutinized by the owner of the building—that and the 

fact he wasn’t paying his bills on time certainly didn’t 
help matters any. He told me I couldn’t stay long and I 

went along with that because I had no choice at this 
point other than what was being offered directly. 
The next morning I took off again early in the morning 

(without telling Phil where I was going) to deal with my 
destiny one way or the other. This time I walked 
through Hollywood and ended up walking all the way 

to Glendale (where I went inside a Catholic church on 
Brand Boulevard and prayed for guidance—but it didn’t 

seem to help) and Burbank where I spent the night 
waiting at a bus stop outside the Warner Brothers 
Studios in Burbank. Later I headed back to Nicholas 

Canyon Beach by catching an early bus to Santa 
Monica and then to Malibu. I had lost all hope by this 

time and convinced myself that there was no reason 
left for me to want to live. But back at the beach for 
some reason I couldn’t let myself give up without a 

fight. I kept thinking of my book project idea and how 
much potential it had and if I could just make it work 
somehow my life would be worth living again. But so 

many things had happened to me up to this point 
already I just felt like there really was no point to 

anything and I should just give up and face reality. 
 
February 7—I’m so depressed today. Not really having 

any reason to want to go on living. 
 

February 10—I just feel like I don’t want to face living 
anymore. I feel there’s just no hope. I can’t seem to 
shake this funk and the feeling just seems to be 

getting worse. Nothing feels worse believe me—maybe 
this is how it’s all supposed to end for me? 
 

February 16 (Part 1)—I left the beach yet again on the 
morning of February 12th, heading to Santa Monica. 

After the mess with Phil and the situations he’d created 
with his neighbors I wanted to avoid having something 
like that to deal with once more. Though I was starved 

for food while I was at the beach I found I could think 
more clearly about everything. Still my life seemed 

strangely headed in the direction of despair no matter 
how hard I tried to find purpose. I keep trying to get 
away from the campsite at Nicholas Canyon Beach but 

I’m being drawn back time and time again for some 
reason I’m not sure about. On the morning on the 
twelfth I was on the move once more yet again. 
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Crime & Punishment 
 

© 2014 Street Beat News 
 

Introducing a New Series of Cases 

of Injustice in Society 
 

Case #1 
 

Who Killed Marilyn Monroe? 
 

No other case in recent American history has garnered 

so much attention than that of the 1962 death of 
movie star Marilyn Monroe. Monroe was a well-known 
star at the time of her tragic demise but in the decades 

since she has become a legend—gathering many fans 
not even born at the time of her death. Whether 
because of her movies—or the curious facts about 

what happened the night she died back in August 1962 
remains uncertain for the most part. What is known is 

that the mystery surrounding what really happened 
continues to fascinate decades later showing no signs 
of losing interest from the public resulting in a flood of 

books, TV shows, documentaries, and movies detailing 
multiple versions of Monroe’s tragic last hours. 

Crime buffs from all over the world regularly continue 
to try and figure out if Monroe took her own life with 

an overdose of sleeping pills as was reported originally, 
or whether or not she overdosed accidentally. But both 
versions of those stories have been ignored in recent 

years with witnesses coming forward—and evidence 
being uncovered concerning the suspicious behaviors 

of those who knew her—and possibly contributed to 
her death. In every discussion of the case both Peter 
Lawford and Robert Kennedy are mentioned—from 

eyewitness accounts of Monroe’s neighbors—Kennedy 
was with her that fateful night and possibly killed her 
with Lawford’s help in order to prevent Monroe from 

going ahead with a planned press conference to reveal 
information about political assassinations the Kennedy 

administration planned to carry out shortly. If anyone 
doubts this story then an explanation as to why FBI 
files on Monroe’s death supposedly are being kept 

secret needs clarifying. Of course allegations of 
evidence being destroyed or stolen as well as autopsy 

results mysteriously disappearing from a locked room 
needs explaining too by those who claim there was no 
cover up—as it doesn’t take a rocket scientist to figure 

out her death was anything but a simple suicide. 

Over the years many top respected forensic experts 

have reviewed the case and none came away saying 
her death was from an overdose—especially since no 

pills was found in her stomach—only the equivalent in 
her bloodstream. Obviously if she injected herself 
there would’ve been a needle found—wouldn’t there? 

Yet none were ever mentioned in any report or found. 
And of course what about Monroe’s housekeeper’s 
bizarre behavior following her supposed suicide? 

When questioned by police right after reporting 

Monroe’s supposed suicide—she was found washing 
clothes. Is this the right behavior to have right after 
someone died? I think not. Monroe’s doctors also had 

conflicting stories about exactly what happened and 
when asked to explain why they reported her death 

some six hours after the fact they had no answer. 
According to medical reports Marilyn Monroe died on 
the night of August 4, 1962 and not during the early 

morning hours of the next day as stated. Pretty much 
the scenario taken from the eyewitness accounts 

explains Robert Kennedy leaving Monroe’s home around 
10 PM the night of the 4th after she was reported to 
have passed away. The question remains—why did the 

housekeeper and both doctors wait so long to report 
what they knew took place hours before? How about 
they needed time to get their stories straight as well as 

give Robert Kennedy enough time to skip town before 
anyone found out he had been in Los Angeles that 

night and not San Francisco as published stories 
(orchestrated by friends) have wrongfully indicated in 
order to preserve his “supposed” political legacy? 

Nevertheless the LAPD have acknowledged continuously 
they knew Kennedy was in Los Angeles and have made 

it clear on certain published accounts that his 
whereabouts was known by several officers including 

former chief of police Daryl F. Gates. In 1982, an 
investigation was opened on the murder theory but 
due to pressure from certain groups it was shut down 

before anything could be learned. Again in 1992 more 
evidence surfaced placing even more emphasis on the 

Kennedy connection—and in 1998 investigative writer 
Donald H. Wolfe wrote a detailed account of Monroe’s 
last days describing who had the most to gain by 

covering up her murder and making it look like suicide. 
Wolfe would later also write a definitive account of the 
infamous 1947 Black Dahlia case in 2006. 

Decades have gone by since Marilyn Monroe’s death 

but unlike most famous people who have been 
forgotten by new generations of moviegoers, Monroe’s 
image still shines brightly. Anywhere you go, images of 

her face are everywhere. Her crypt is regularly visited 
by millions of people yearly from this and other 
countries—making her final resting place one of the 

most visited memorials in the United States. 

Though investigations into her death were flawed—the 

truth nevertheless has become known. To quote one of 
her doctors—the one who helped cover up her murder 

in 1962—from an interview made after her death 
“Listen—talk to Bobby Kennedy.” That odd statement 
says it all in explaining exactly how the Kennedy 

connection played into this true crime story that has 
intrigued investigators and the public for over half a 

century. Sometimes the best crime stories are the 
ones yet to tell—and this is certainly one of them. 
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Case #2 
 

How Did Natalie Wood Really Die? 
 

One of the most puzzling mysteries in the annals of 

true crime is the 1981 drowning death of film star 
Natalie Wood. Wood, who was five years old when she 

discovered by accident during the filming of a movie 
outside Los Angeles, would later grow up on film and 

be revered by fans and critics alike—her beauty and 
charm made her one of the few child actors to succeed 
in the movies as an adult—but her tragic demise in the 

waters by Catalina Island off the California coast in 
November of 1981 has guaranteed her a legacy that 
has nothing to do with the film industry. For decades 

since that tragic weekend credible crime buffs have 
speculated and wondered exactly what took place on 

the boat that she, Dennis Davern (the boat’s captain), 
Christopher Walken (her costar in her last movie 
Brainstorm), and her husband B movie actor Robert 

Wagner (best known for the TV series Hart to Hart) 
were on when she accidentally slipped off (or was 

pushed) and drowned on November 29th 1981. 

So many possibilities exist about exactly what 

happened that night so long ago that immediately 
following the breaking story—media outlets everywhere 
had a field day with assuming who did what—despite 

Wagner’s best attempts to suppress and control the 
story of how he was viewed whether as a suspect or 

simply a husband who neglected his wife one too many 
times which then led to a horrible tragedy. 

From the start there were questions as to exactly what 

actually happened—and if it was an accident at all. 
While the Los Angeles Police Department seemed 

incapable of looking past Wagner’s status in Hollywood 
and viewing him like a suspect, the media began their 

blitz of stories suggesting foul play. As the weeks and 
months slipped by everyone was suspect—from the 
captain, to Christopher Walken, to Robert Wagner. 

Wagner refused to comment on what had happened 
and of course that only led to more speculation. 

Davern apparently lied several times when asked 
specific questions which made the tabloids dig even 
further once they realized he’d misled them with 

multiple versions of what he said took place. Years 
later in the early 1990s he changed his story again and 
began saying Wagner had told him to embellish some 

stories but he never clearly said why until 2009 when 
he published a book titled Goodbye Natalie, Goodbye 

Splendour claiming that Robert Wagner indeed had 
been involved in Natalie Wood’s death. As expected 
the LAPD again balked at doing a real investigation and 

Wagner of course wouldn’t admit his guilt. But 
nevertheless his actions have always been suspicious 
as opposed to Walken who seemed more concerned his 

career would be ruined or he would be harmed in some 
way if he pointed a finger at Wagner, implicating him. 

Yet whether Wagner ever admits to being involved 
doesn’t really matter. His curiously odd behavior over 
the years pretty much is what it is—one of guilt. 

Wood’s sister actress Lana Wood, who is best known 

for her role in the 1960s TV series Peyton Place—from 

the start seemed to point a finger at Wagner without 
really saying it directly. Her 1984 memoir Natalie all 
but said she thought there was the possibility of foul 

play and in the decades since she has continued to hint 
that maybe her former brother-in-law was somehow 
involved in what happened to her sister. Lana Wood 

apparently didn’t think so at first but stated later in 
interviews his behavior was so curious she began to 

wonder. Wagner obviously has had some sort of guilt 
over what happened as he shut his former sister-in-law 
out of his life immediately after the tragic events 

unfolded—and before she wrote the book about her 
famous sister. Someone without guilt wouldn’t have 

acted in such a manner according to many psychologists 
who have been interviewed about the case. Wagner, 
for his part would later publish a ghostwritten memoir 

stating “his” version of the events that led up to his 
former wife’s death but never once did he suggest he’d 
take a lie detector test as has been asked of him many 

times. Of course he probably would state such tests 
aren’t accurate or admissible in court—yet it should be 

noted that no one has asked him to take the tests 
under oath—and as for such tests being accurate—so 
far lie detector tests have been found to be misleading 

only 2% of the time—98% being legitimate. DNA tests 
with that percentage and lower have been admissible 

in all forms of law when used—so why should he care if 
he is innocent and didn’t kill his former wife as he’s 
claimed privately—unless of course he has something 

to hide? Question is—what could that be? 

Well, for starters there have been rumors for years 

that Robert Wagner is gay and was found in bed with 
Christopher Walken by Natalie Wood the weekend she 

died. And this story apparently has come from Lana 
Wood, so it could actually be true. But Wagner himself 
in his ghostwritten memoir seemed to relish outing 

other supposedly gay actors whom he worked with in a 
spiteful way as well as trashing other big name costars 
as he did with Elizabeth Taylor. His comments were so 

mean-spirited one could assume he was trying to gloss 
over the rumors about himself and the allegations of 

him having relationships with both men and women 
which have plagued him going back to the 1950s. 
Despite the attempts in his ghostwritten memoir to put 

to rest such stories it only ignited even more rumors of 
his alleged relationships with men which Natalie Wood 

apparently had knowledge of during their second 
marriage—according to several people who knew her 
well. Sometimes the less you say about yourself 

actually says more about your true behavior. 

Though it’s unlikely Wagner will ever admit truthfully 

what happened—whether he pushed Natalie Wood off 
the boat during a fight, or if she fell while they were 

fighting and he left her to drown, or if she accidently 
fell off while she was alone—the truth until known will 
always hint at suspicions of murder with him as the 

main suspect in this true crime drama worthy of a 
movie script rivaling the best fiction movies. 
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Sights and Observations from 
Boston and Real Things People Do 

 

Spring 2014 
 

Scene of the Bombing from Last Year 
 

It’s been a hard year since the bombing and looking 
around today at Boylston Street it’s hard to believe it 

actually took place. Girlfriend and I went around 
looking at the area just because we had nothing to do 
and thought it might be interesting. 

Sometimes she can be a bitch and extremely annoying 
with her mood swings, but she was fine today. 

People were everywhere, some knew of the deal and 
others were from other countries visiting and had no 
idea of what took place last year. 

Girlfriend struck up a conversation with some dude 
asking for money, but I pulled her away quickly, telling 
her that he only wanted money for drugs and not to 

give him any. She asked how I knew and I told her to 
notice his arms. Looks like a blotchy collection of 

needle marks—and not in a good way. 
As we walked further down we saw a few news camera 
people but they didn’t come over to where we were 

standing. They seemed otherwise occupied with whom 
they were chatting away with at the corner of Boylston 

and Gloucester Streets. Seemed quite intense but we 
didn’t pay much attention after a few minutes. 
 

Police Breaking the Law on Beacon Street 

 

Noticed some things later on Beacon Street today but 
probably of no interest since these types of scenes are 

probably in everybody’s backyard lately with cops 
making illegal turns on streets they know they 

shouldn’t be turning on—especially since it could cause 
an accident. But I guess they don’t care much since 
they’ll just blame it on whomever they hit and trump 

up some charge on them without merit. 

 

Homeless Hanging at Massachusetts Avenue 

 

Today was a good day to catch a whole swath of 

homeless people hanging on Massachusetts Avenue 
either because they’ve run out of hope or because they 

refuse to kick their lust for drugs—either way it’s a sad 
sight to see people just sitting on the sidewalk asking 

for money. You want to help but the thought of what 
they’re doing with the money you give them makes 
you feel even worse and then decide it’s better not to 

give to them—as it could be spent better elsewhere 
and probably do more good than harm—instead of just 
handing it over to some random loser who wants to 

shoot up right away because it makes them happy. 

I felt bad just walking by but what else can you do but 

feel suspicious of someone’s motives? Long ago I used 
to give money but when I found out the deal I 

stopped—I just didn’t want to help someone commit 
slow suicide. To me that is worse than giving them 
money—and forget about them taking your advice and 

getting help. No way is that something they think 
about or want to think about even if it’s for their 

benefit when all’s said and done. 

 

More Homeless on Boston Common 

 

You just can’t get away from these types of scenes on 

any given day. More homeless hanging out on Boston 
Common now than before—and though there’s been 

talk to clean up the situation, nothing has been done 
about it to really have an impact. I feel bad for these 
people but can’t see myself falling into a trap of not 

looking past some of their clever schemes to get 
money, realizing it’s just for drugs. Some are bold in 
their approach asking outright for alcohol too. I guess 

they’ve played every other trick in the book and find 
that brutal honesty works on some people. Not on me 

though—but my girlfriend probably gives these people 
money whenever we’re not together. She knows how I 
feel about it but it’s not like she listens to what I say 

even though she says she understands the view I have 
on helping drug addicts continue to live their lives on 

their terms without remorse or shame for their 
behavior—and worse yet not thinking of how their 
actions affects their families. I mean, let’s face it most 

of these people have families who would accept them 
back into their homes if they got help for their drug 
problems. But as can be expected most drug users 

refuse to admit they have a problem with substance 
abuse so of course denial gets them nowhere. 

 

Not All Homeless are Scammers and Thieves 

 

Last year there was a story on a homeless man named 
Glen James who found a backpack full of money and 

returned it—intact—in return, money was raised for 
him through one of those online places that raises 

money for good causes. I assume there are some 
honest people out there—whether homeless or not, but 
finding them is hard—I guess looking for a needle in a 

haystack is easier than finding truly honest people. 

 

Airport Security—Maybe 

 

I went to Logan International tonight to drop off the 

girlfriend so she can catch a flight to Bangor, Maine to 
visit the folks for a week and saw very few security 

personal milling around—not exactly a confidence 
builder when you remember September 2001. 
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Scenes from a Walk in Manhattan 
 

Today I decided to take a walk to clear my head after 

ditching my wife for good two days ago. I just couldn’t 
take her lies and cruel treatment any longer so she 

had to go—and finally I worked up the guts to kick her 
out of my apartment realizing that no amount of 

having feelings of loneliness was worth my sanity. It 
wasn’t easy either—she was pissed that I actually had 
the nerve to dump her but enough was enough. Let 

some other sucker fall for her fake looks and supposed 
caring personality. Felt like I married “Erica Kane” from 

the old soap opera All My Children that my mother and 
grandmother used to love to watch when it was good 
during the 1970s and 1980s. Except this freak was real 

and not just some character on a soap opera. So today 
just needing a way to clear my mind I skipped work 
and left Brooklyn early in the morning. Once I arrived 

in Manhattan I spent a few hours doing nothing but 
looking around and remembering I was a person who 

didn’t deserve a shrew for a wife. God only knows I’m 
glad we didn’t have a child in the two years we were 
married. She would have made a truly terrible mother 

anyway so thank God for small wonderful miracles. 

Time and time again I felt like walking out but kept it 

together thinking she’d change. Fat chance of that 
happening given how materialistic she had become 

concerned only with what she thought she should have 
in order to be cool like her other equally shallow 
friends whom she seemed to think made all the rules 

and had a right to judge others harshly. 

As I walked past the American Museum of Natural 

History on Central Park West I stood there for a few 
minutes deciding whether I should visit or not. In the 

end I decided I probably would just walk around 
without really seeing anything so I changed plans 
rather than waste time inside while I was still focused 

on the misery I was still experiencing coming off such 
a mess that I made willingly though I was warned by 

just about everyone to not marry someone I only knew 
for six weeks prior—yeah—what a mistake for sure. 

People were everywhere walking around oblivious to 

my feelings of desperations going about their day. Of 
course how many of them were experiencing their own 

hell dealing with issues similar to mine? Probably more 
than I would choose to assume. But at least the day 

was free of the winter snow that was so in vogue just a 
few weeks ago. The weather was still nippy regardless 
and when I saw this freaky man a few blocks down 

walking around in just his boxer briefs and cowboy 
boots I had to smile at the scene. Definitely a New 
York kind of thing—freaks looking for attention. 

He had this huge stupid looking grin on his face as he 

paraded down the sidewalk, happily letting himself be 
photographed by foreign tourists who’d never seen 

such a sight in their homeland. I recognized a few 
Russian and Hungarian dialects as they took pictures 
with this freak clad only in his underwear. It wasn’t 

cold but it was still chilly and I imagined he was feeling 
the effects though he seemed to act like this was 

second nature to him. Maybe he was from Alaska or 
something, I’m not sure. I didn’t stop to talk to him 
since he might just be some homeless guy looking for 

a handout and thought this getup might work in his 
favor to attract the right kind of attention for charity. 

As I continued walking through Manhattan, I found 

myself some hours later at the site of where the World 

Trade Center once stood. As I looked up at the new 
building now in its place I felt that it would never be 
the same and they should have just rebuilt it exactly to 

replace the other one that was destroyed in 2001. But 
I may be the only one who feels this way—but I just 
think that it would have been a better tribute if they 

rebuilt it so that future photographs could sort of look 
like the old images that everyone had come to know 

and associate with the New York City skyline. 

People were walking around me unaware I assume for 

the most part how much history was in this place. So 
many of the images of what happened is fixed into 
people’s memories but nothing can match the feeling 

when it first hit the news on TV as footage of the first 
attack stopped all other broadcasts instantly as every 

station (both local and nationwide) starting airing 
nonstop what was happening. So much has changed 
since that happened but watching the old footage on 

YouTube always brings back the emotions like it had 
just happened minutes ago. I continued on as I tried 

focusing on my life again and figuring out what I 
should do now that my life was officially a disaster. 

Everyone I knew told me I was making a mistake—and 

of course my parents told me endlessly—right up to 
the last minute. My dad especially cautioned me since 

he and my mother had gone through their own divorce 
when I was eleven—and from what I remember it was 

quite a nasty issue for both of them. They’re better 
with each other now but it took years—and I guess I 
thought at the time I knew better than they did—but 

as the reality starts to sink in I realize I was actually 
clueless when it came to what I’d get with someone I 
barely knew. What else can you say when even the 

mother of the bride tells you this might end badly? 

As I turn unto another street I run into a buddy from 

college and he jokes around with me that he heard my 
marriage had gone south. I felt the sting for sure but I 

had no choice but to grin and bear it as he went on 
and on about how everyone I knew had warned me. 
He can be a jerk sometimes but he was right and now 

I have to pick up the pieces and face the music. 
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The Kamehameha Family Curse 

 

This is a reprint from a 2013 & 2014 issue of Street Beat News based on a forthcoming book on the legacy of Kamehameha I 
and the lasting impact the Fair American tragedy had on the descendants of Kamehameha and later related families. 
 

Excerpt 1 
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Below is an excerpt from The Kamehameha Family Curse. Copyright 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015. All rights reserved. Opinion America accepts fictional and nonfictional 
material by email only for publication of various subject matters. However all works must be copyrighted by rightful owner of whom must provide proof  of 

ownership to Opinion America before material is accepted for publication. Opinion America will not publish works plagiarized from other sources. No exceptions. 

 

The information provided for this material in the form of excerpts made available for “Corner Cafe” was gathered from books detailing the history and 
voyages to the Pacific Ocean and its regions by distinguished eighteenth century British explorers such as Archibald Menzies, George Vancouver, John 
Mears, James King, John Ledyard, and Joseph Banks among others. In addition, writings from the early history of adventurers to Hawaii before and 
after the mentioned incidents took place was used—as well as material from other credible historians with associated subjects on early missionary 
voyages to the Hawaiian Islands in order to form the stated opinions for this historical material. While it may not be agreed upon exactly how much of 
what is hinted at in this study possibly occurred—it remains a noticeable fact that what took place during these years had extensive drama behind the 
scenes for many events that later formed the present history of the state of Hawaii as is known and of which can be verified in many writings of the era 
by the noted people mentioned as well as their counterparts. For more understanding of this material and of the historical significance of what took 
place feel free to locate and read books pertaining to the subject matter, in order to gain a more fully informed opinion of the mentioned musings, either 
by respected historians of the time or by those who actually lived during these years and left detailed memoirs of their experiences, whether in the 
forms of letters, diaries, journals, logbooks, or notes. Most are available in public libraries as well as online achieves free of charge. Knowledge is 
power—the more you know about the past the better informed you can be at dealing with the known mistakes made and the lessons learned. 
 
A little known fact in the history of the Hawaiian Islands is the dark specter of the Kamehameha Family Curse 
which began during the tragic history of the Fair American scandal of 1789. 
The Fair American was a ship commanded by Thomas Humphrey Metcalfe, (the son of famed British American 

Captain Simon Metcalfe) who was killed (in retaliation) when the Fair American was captured by Kameeiamoku 

(a Hawaiian chief of high standing & related to Kamehameha the Great) after an earlier dispute with Metcalfe’s 

father, Simon Metcalfe, captain of the American trading ship, the Eleanora ended tragically. 
What was odd was that Kameeiamoku apparently was not held accountable later for drowning young Thomas 

Metcalfe by Kamehameha, or by the British, probably because they feared for their own lives, and, or that they 

needed to remain on friendly terms with the natives because the Hawaiian Islands were such an important part 

of their travel route while in the Pacific during the late eighteenth century. 
Nevertheless Kamehameha would later claim not to be aware of the attack on the Fair American until it was 
over; though it is curious that he never sought to punish those directly responsible for the attack later if he 

was truly unaware; indicating he possibly knew about the events ahead of time, and then faked his knowledge 

of the tragic incident to Isaac Davis (the only survivor of the Fair American attack) and John Young (sent by 
Simon Metcalfe afterwards to investigate rumors he’d heard from some of the natives and then was captured by 
Kamehameha to prevent him from informing Metcalfe of the Fair American tragedy) in order to avoid the 
wrath of the British and Americans if the truth surfaced. 

This idea, though never seriously focused on by historians past and present, is possibly true. Kamehameha, 

being aware of the earlier mentioned incident with the elder Metcalfe, allowed Kameeiamoku to kill the crew of 
the Fair American for (personal) revenge and benefited himself (Kamehameha) in the process by seizing the 

captured ship which he later used while attempting to take control of the Hawaiian Islands in 1795 during the 

Battle of Nuuanu. Credence is added to this theory since had he been a righteous leader, he would have acted 

with honor and punished those responsible, (which he didn’t) whether an enemy, relative, or friend, etc. 

During the unprovoked attack on the Fair American, Kameeiamoku drowned young Thomas Metcalfe and allowed 
the other crew members to be killed, except Isaac Davis, who was then used as a witness to the events. The 

fact that a crew member of another ship anchored nearby, John Young, became aware of the incident wasn’t 

part of the Kameeiamoku’s plans, but Kamehameha used this situation to his own (selfish) benefit as well after 

the fact; aiding himself with an alibi. 
Young, unaware of Kamehameha’s motives naively believed the king wasn’t privy to the attack on the crew 

members of the Fair American, and stated as such to Captain George Vancouver shortly afterwards during 
Vancouver’s visit to the Hawaiian Islands. 

However, the fact that Kamehameha prevented him (Young) from leaving the islands to rejoin Simon Metcalfe 

on the Eleanora initially when he had opportunity to do so clearly show that Kamehameha had ulterior motives 
in keeping the truth from becoming common knowledge at the time. 
 

End of Part 1 
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Kamehameha is revered by some historians for his friendship with the British, but if what is described actually 

happened, he was no better than those he sought to remove from power in order to unite the Hawaiian Islands. 

If anything, he was worse, because he used deceit to solidify his power, therefore honorable he wasn’t as a 

man, leader, friend, and later king. Nevertheless, the same tactics of lies and treachery he used to gain power 

at the turn of the eighteenth century against other Hawaiian chiefs in order unite the Hawaiian Islands under 
his rule was used likewise against his descendants a century later when Hawaii was stripped of its status as a 

separate nation, becoming part of the United States. History has a strange way of repeating itself in instances 

such as these, but never exactly in the way others ever think possible. 

Kameeiamoku’s descendants, intertwined with those of Kamehameha’s, also suffered the same fate of not having 
justice served on their behalf a century later when Hawaii ceased being an independent nation. The 1795 attack 

on Oahu certainly didn’t help matters much either in bringing further dishonor to the Kamehameha name, and 

of which would later seem only to bring about even more bad luck for Kamehameha’s descendants. In the 

century that followed, most of his descendants either died young and without children, had very unhappy & 

unfulfilled lives, and, or watched their children die at a young age exactly as was reported to have been 
prophesied to Kamehameha (and witnessed by his warriors) by his rival Kalanikupule before he was sacrificed 

after his capture during the Battle of Nuuanu. Rumors have abounded through the annals of Hawaiian history 

that he actually took his own life rather than be taken alive by Kamehameha but nevertheless stated before his 

death the same outcome for Kamehameha’s descendants regardless. 
By the turn of the nineteenth century, only a few “Royal Family” members were left and of those that 

remained, they had no offspring who could have rightfully assumed the throne, so had the United States not 

taken control of the Hawaiian Islands in 1893, it can be theorized that by the early part of the twentieth 

century, Hawaii would’ve had no legitimate heirs to continue the “Royal” line anyway and therefore future titles 

on distant relatives such as Prince Jonah Kuhio Kalanianaole Piikoi (by marriage or otherwise) would have been 

discontinued nevertheless at some point. Revisionist historians can ignore this theory concerning bad luck 

following the Kamehameha line during the nineteenth century, but it seems odd that only his relatives and 

those of Kameeiamoku’s Kalakaua descendants who were in direct or in possible lines of succession suffered 
such tragedy. The fact remains that Kamehameha and Kameeiamoku were both clearly involved with the tragic 
Fair American incident, most notably that of young Thomas Metcalfe’s drowning, and neither of which were 

ever righteously punished, held accountable, and, or ever admitted their guilt, yet the end results leads to the 

idea that a higher force of justice prevailed. Regardless, one needs not look much further than the tragic & 

very public fall of the Kennedys in the last part of the twentieth century to wonder if something like this or 
something very similar could happen to future generations based upon the actions of particular family members 

just a few short decades before. History has repeatedly been wrong when it comes to the depictions of historical 

figures and this account is no different. While Hawaiian routinely treats Kamehameha with honor while denying 

who he really was as a king and person, the truth is far different. Though not focused on by supposedly 
qualified present-day historians, the history of how the Hawaiian Islands as they became following the 1795 

battle of Nuuanu must be addressed and dealt with. And yes, everyone knows the stories of the overthrow of 

1893, and while views differ on the right and wrong results, very few ever look at the forming of the 

Hawaiian Islands as a republic and whether it was what the inhabitants of the time wanted. Eyewitness 

accounts of what took place tell a far different story as presented. Most Hawaiians did not want the unification 
of the islands to occur and in fact Kauai resisted all attempts of takeover by Kamehameha and his army and 

was never conquered. How far different Hawaii might have been today had Kamehameha not gained control of 

the islands after conspiring to use the Fair American tragedy to his advantage and later forcing the inhabitants 
of each individual island to submit to his leadership after he killed their leader? Perhaps if Hawaii had 
remained separate island nations the much-written about interest taken by foreign nations would never have 

occurred and the 1893 debacle would have been only a fantasy or a bad dream depending how one looks at it. 

No matter what view Native Hawaiians today may have of the leaders of the 1893 overthrow, the real blame 

for what occurred must be placed solely on the man who started it all initially and made it possible due to his 

absolute lack of moral character and his selfish indifference toward his own people—Kamehameha. 
 

End 
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The editorials below and in the following page are reprinted 

from two 2012 editions of Street Beat News—which was a 

popular Honolulu social issues print and online newspaper 

of which Opinion America was inspired by—and of which 

officially folded production in late 2015. All material is 

reprinted with minor corrections to the original copies. 

Slight reformatting of the originals was done as well when 

necessary in order for the reprinted material to fit into the 

present space provided below as well as the next page. 
 

Behold the Future of Hawaii, or Move Over 
Charlie, Make Room for My Tent 

 

With the state and city government, more times than 

not, entrenched in acting directly against the interests 
of its constituents it would be easy to imagine citizens 
of the State of Hawaii colliding with a great big 

hypothetical brick wall just a little way down the road 
from here. Homeowners are concerned that property 

taxes may go so high that many will find life on the 
streets a more viable option to staying in a home they 
can no longer afford. With such a perspective looming 

ever larger on the horizon what will they find if such a 
path is followed? A corrupt shelter system presented to 

the public as a seventh wonder of the world. 
Of those who do seek help through this system, their 
initial contact is with not-so-nice people engaged in the 

day-to-day operations of either the men or women’s 
facility. All too often those living in the shelter have to 
cater to the whims of some members of the staff who 

routinely enforce rules capriciously and arbitrarily upon 
them. If any staff member has a bad day or dislikes 

any of the shelter residents for whatever reason, then 
that targeted resident bears the brunt of the staff 
member’s wrath with no recourse but to take the loss 

and shut their mouth. The vindictiveness of such a 
staff member can manifest in any number of ways, 
personal property can inexplicably disappear; 

prescription medication required to be taken by some 
clients can vanish, or the scheduled time for it to be 

administered can be forgotten or falsely claimed to 
have been already given to them. The shelter staff 
habitually glosses over or even altogether skips 

orientation leaving clients to ask other clients endless 
questions to find out about how the shelters “really” 

operate. By this means a pecking order is supported 
and encouraged by staff leaning to a great degree on 
this tactic to control their clients. The Directors and 

Chief Officers of these organizations must realize that 
some members of the general public are watching 
what they do and say, and measure it against what 

various homeless people recall of their experience 
while being housed in their shelter. Stop loudly 

proclaiming that you create satisfactory results and 
actually do the work necessary to create a satisfactory 

result, because then, and only then, will you hear the 

praise from those you most directly impact. 
 

No Help in Sight 
 

Recently several local churches were asked for their 

help in supporting homeless causes in the ever 
growing nameless population of Honolulu’s down and 
out. This help was asked in the form of financial 

contributions. It was assumed all the churches would 
readily contribute to the cause. But that was not the 

case. Not only did they pretty much give those asking 
for their support the brush off, it was made clear that 
they had better things to use their money for—mainly 

for mostly unnecessary refurbishing of the interior of 
their churches that could wait a year or two. 
The question could easily be asked of them—would 

Jesus approve of their selfish behavior towards the 
poor and homeless who need their help presently? The 

answer to that question of course is no. It can be 
pretty much assumed he would be ashamed of their 
behavior as were the people who asked for their help. 

But I guess status and image is more important to 
those in religious organizations than helping their 

fellow man. In fact, it seems these types prefer only to 
have the image that they want to help, but when 
asked to step up, they simply try to avoid doing 

anything at all. Yet they point fingers at others who 
point-blank refuse to do anything even when asked, 
but are they any different than those they condemn 

publicly for not wanting to help? I think not. 
 

A Day in the Life of a Homeless 
Person in Honolulu 

 

Too often we take our leisure time as a right that 
cannot be violated by anyone or anything. Sitting at a 

local Safeway, I looked on, as an apparently homeless 
woman came to do what most of us take for granted, 

saunter up to the Starbucks kiosk and satisfy her 
caffeine-based whim and hang around to test the 
comfort of the several chairs surrounding the kiosk. 

The only difference between this woman and the rest 
of us was the fact, that her clothes were not as 
fashionable or coordinated as our own and she might 

have been less well-groomed than the rest of us are 
accustomed to. Soon enough three HPD officers 

approached her explaining that the manager had 
barred her from the store. She and her Starbucks 
coffee were escorted from the premises not to be seen 

again that day. So, to the homeless, I guess the lesson 
in all of this is, that you are not allowed to engage in 
what the rest of society does, shopping, buying coffee, 

sitting quietly in designated seating areas, or wearing 
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slightly out-of-fashion clothes. The paranoia woven 
into our society since 9/11 has everyone acting without 

any common sense. The standards for noting 
suspicious activity to report to a 911 operator include 
such things as being vigilant for people wearing blue 

jeans, noting people using cash and not credit or debit 
cards, and I extend that list to include people who 
mind their own business, sitting quietly in designated 

seating areas or even have the nerve to make simple 
purchases while wearing unfashionable clothes. 
 

It’s Up to You 
From One Homeless Person to Another 

 
Waiting around for people to feel sorry for you and offer help isn’t 
guaranteed by any means. If you want off the streets, find a way to do it by 

creating a job for yourself or looking for something that fits your abilities 

instead of sitting around all day in the park hoping for a miracle. Face it, there 

aren’t enough programs out there that will help or give you the chance you 

need, so it’s up to you to make it happen. Nothing is easy but if you don’t 
try, then you’ll never know if you could’ve succeeded. Think about it.  

 

How About Job Training Instead of 

Empty Promises? 
 

Recently there was an Internet story about which 
major American cities presently were considered to be 
a bad choice to be homeless and though New York and 

Los Angeles were at the top of the list, Honolulu also 
made the list, finishing in the top 10. This certainly 

isn’t good news to anyone who has to live on the 
streets. But what can you do about it? 
Though there are services to help people who live on 

the streets, there aren’t enough. The city of Honolulu 
needs services that help people find jobs that work to 
their present abilities but more importantly jobs that 

will get people off the streets for good. Pretending that 
a part-time job at McDonald’s will take care of the 

problem isn’t realistic. It doesn’t take a genius to 
figure out that training people for specific jobs is the 
way to go toward ending homelessness. 

The question is when will people who can help, step 
up, and try this idea out before further jobs move 
overseas and more people end up homeless? 
 

Waiting Around—For What? 
 

Being homeless isn’t pleasant, let’s face it. But after 

observing people sitting around the various parks of 
Honolulu day after day, staring at nothing endlessly for 

hours, or having meaningless unfocused conversations 
with whoever they can find to talk to isn’t productive 
by any means as far as I can see. Not making an effort 

to find a job or help yourselves certainly isn’t going to 
get you off the streets. How about using the day wisely 
to help yourself find a job suited to your capabilities or 

a situation that will be beneficial to you? It’s not like 
you have anything better to do anyway. Don’t know 

how to use a computer? How about asking for help? No 
problem—all local libraries have computers. Stop by 

and ask to use one or ask for help in how to go online. 
Just in case you’re wondering, libraries aren’t just for 

sleeping. There is an old saying that goes like this “if 
you want something done right—do it yourself.” You 
want to get off the street sooner than later, this is the 

only way to go for the time being. It’s up to you. 
 

On Specific Issues of 
Mental Illness 

 

The issues of many of those on the streets with serious 
mental illness causes all of us to look at what is being 
done and what more can be done to serve those most 

in need. I personally made an appointment with a 
reputable mental health care provider in the city to see 
if they could help a lady on the streets who is in dire 

need. I made the appointment and met the lady in 
question—we both went to the place and I was told I 

couldn’t come in due to security reasons. Fair enough. 
I then asked if I could find out what was being done 
with this individual. I was told her case manager would 

come out and see me. After waiting 20 minutes in the 
sun, no case worker ever came out to see me. The 

only person who came out to see me was the mentally 
ill patient in question who was instructed to ask me 
what my problem was—obviously sent out by the 

people in this place as they didn’t want to deal with me 
themselves. I want to be hopeful, and I know how 
difficult a job caring for the mentally ill is—but if the 

service providers are going to be so arrogant and not 
allow regular folk on the street to offer help and 

assistance we are only moving backwards. 
Einstein once said “you cannot solve a problem with 
the same consciousness that created it.” When there 

are those who suffer in their mind—they are not well 
enough to seek the help they need. This idea that they 

need to come and seek help before it is offered is 
ridiculous and absurd. Doesn’t Aloha ask us to care for 
those most in need? I went back to the same facility a 

few days later to see if I could speak one on one with 
someone again about this lady’s situation—but again to 
no avail I was refused on basis of confidentiality. 

This lady sleeps tonight alone on the streets—for the 
last two years it has been the same and no one can 

seem to make a difference. It is not good enough. We 
need agencies that are more concerned about making 
a real difference rather than fostering a spirit of 

bureaucracy that seem only to serve those individuals 
need for control. So, the next time you see a severe 

case of someone on the streets of Hawaii with an 
obvious mental disability—say a prayer for them—right 
now it seems like the only thing you can do. 
 

Quote from the Streets 
 

“Are you homeless and a hopeless drug addict—the time is 
now to act—if you want to kick drugs for good and can face 

your addictions with no more excuses—seek help TODAY.” 
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Interactive Sites 
Select news sites listed below can be accessed directly with Internet availability. Left click on the link(s) and the 

site will open on your computer. Humanitarian (non-news) sites are in red. 
 

 

ABC News 

www.abcnews.com 

 

Access 

Aircraft Casualty Emotional Support Services 

www.accesshelp.org 

 

Advertiser/Adelaide Now 

www.adelaidenow.com.au 

 

Al Jazeera America (English Version) 

america.aljazeera.com 

 

Alabama Real Time News 

www.al.com 

 

All Hawaii News 

www.allhawaiinews.com 

 

American Civil Liberties Union 

www.aclu.org 

 

American Red Cross 

www.redcross.org 

 

Animal Defenders 

www.ad-international.org 

 

AOL News 

www.aol.com 

 

Argonaut 

www.argonautnews.com 

 

Argus Streaming News 

www.argusnewsnow.com 

 

Arizona Daily Star (Tucson) 

www.tucson.com 

 

ASPCA 

www.aspca.org 

 

Associated Press 

www.ap.org 

 

Atlanta Journal Constitution 

www.ajc.com 

 

Atlanta Leader 

www.atlantaleader.com 

Australian 

www.theaustralian.com.au 

 

AZ Central 

www.azcentral.com 

 

Baltimore City Paper 

www.citypaper.com 

 

Baltimore Sun 

www.baltimoresun.com 

 

Bangor Daily News 

www.bangordailynews.com 

 

BBC News 

www.bbc.com 

 

Beverly Hills Courier 

www.bhcourier.com 

 

Beverly Hills Weekly 

www.bhweekly.com 

 

Big Issue 

www.bigissue.com 

 

Bing News 

www.bing.com 

 

Boothbay Register 

www.boothbayregister.com 

 

Boston Globe 

www.bostonglobe.com 

 

Boston Herald 

www.bostonherald.com 

 

Boston.com 

www.boston.com 

 

Boston Magazine 

www.bostonmagazine.com 

 

Brisbane Times 

www.brisbanetimes.com.au 

 

British Virgin Islands News 

www.bvinews.com 

 

Brussels Times (English Version) 

www.thebrusselstimes.com 
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Buenos Aires Herald (English Version) 

www.buenosairesherald.com 

 

Burbank Leader 

www.burbankleader.com 

 

Caribbean News Now 

www.caribbeannewsnow.com 

 

CBS News 

www.cbsnews.com 

 

Change.org (Main Site) 

www.change.org 

 

Chicago Sun-Times 

www.suntimes.com 

 

Chicago Tribune 

www.chicagotribune.com 

 

CNN 

www.cnn.com 

 

Clutch Magazine 

www.clutchmagonline.com 

 

Columbus Dispatch 

www.dispatch.com 

 

Community Connection (Los Angeles) 

www.cangress.org 

 

Cop Watch 

www.copwatch.org 

 

Crooks and Liars 

www.crooksandliars.com 

 

Daily Beast 

www.thedailybeast.com 

 

Daily Caller 

www.dailycaller.com 

 

Daily Mail Online 

www.dailymail.co.uk 

 

Daily Record and Sunday Mail 

www.dailyrecord.co.uk 

 

Daily Telegraph 

www.dailytelegraph.com.au 

 

Dallas Morning News 

www.dallasnews.com 

 

Democracy Now 

www.democracynow.org 

 

 

Denver Post 

www.denverpost.com 

 

Detroit News 

www.detroitnews.com 

 

Detroit Free Press 

www.freep.com 

 

Dispatch Times 

www.dispatchtimes.com 

 

Eagle 

www.theeagleonline.com 

 

Entertainment Weekly 

www.ew.com 

 

Epoch Times 

www.theepochtimes.com 

 

euronews 

www.euronews.com 

 

Evening Times 

www.eveningtimes.co.uk 

 

Express UK 

www.express.co.uk 

 

Fabius Maximus 

www.fabiusmaximus.com 

 

Feeding America 

www.feedingamerica.org 

 

Financial Times 

www.ft.com 

 

France 24 News (English Version) 

www.france24.com 

 

Free Speech TV 

www.freespeech.org 

 

Free Thought Project 

www.thefreethoughtproject.com 

 

Gawker 

www.gawker.com 

 

Glendale News-Press 

www.glendalenewspress.com 

 

Globe and Mail 

www.theglobeandmail.com 

 

Google News 

www.news.google.com 
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Guardian 

www.theguardian.com 

 

Gulf News 

www.gulfnews.com 

 

Hartford Currant 

www.courant.com 

 

Hawaii Reporter 

www.hawaiireporter.com 

 

Hawaii Tribune-Herald 

www.hawaiitribune-herald.com 

 

Herald Scotland 

www.heraldscotland.com 

 

Herald Sun 

www.heraldsun.com.au 

 

Heart for Animals  

www.heartsforanimals.org 

 

Hollywood Reporter 

www.hollywoodreporter.com 

 

Honolulu Star-Advertiser 

www.staradvertiser.com 

 

Houston Chronicle 

www.chron.com 

 

Huffington Post 

www.huffingtonpost.com 

 

Independent 

www.independent.co.uk 

 

Indianapolis Star 

www.indystar.com 

 

Inquisitr News 

www.inquisitr.com 

 

Intercept 

www.theintercept.com 

 

Irish Independent 

www.independent.ie 

 

Irish News 

www.irishexaminer.com 

 

Islam Times 

www.islamtimes.org 

 

Island Sun British Virgin Islands 

www.islandsun.com 

 

 

Japan Times (English Version) 

www.japantimes.co.jp 

 

LA Weekly 

www.laweekly.com 

 

Las Vegas Sun 

www.lasvegassun.com 

 

Las Vegas Tribune 

www.lasvegastribune.net 

 

Los Angeles Daily News 

www.dailynews.com 

 

Los Angeles Times 

www.latimes.com 

 

Louisville Courier-Journal 

www.courier-journal.com 

 

Mail Online 

www.dailymail.co.uk 

 

Mail.com 

www.mail.com 

 

Malibu Times 

www.malibutimes.com 

 

Media Matters for America 

www.mediamatters.org 

 

Memphis Daily News 

www.memphisdailynews.com 

 

Miami Herald 

www.miamiherald.com 

 

Mirror 

www.mirror.co.uk 

 

Monaco Life (English Version) 

www.monacolife.net 

 

Mother Jones 

www.motherjones.com 

 

MSN News 

www.msn.com 

 

Nashville City Paper 

www.nashvillecitypaper.com 

 

National Post 

www.nationalpost.com 

 

NBC News 

www.nbcnews.com 
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New Civil Rights Movement News 

www.thenewcivilrightsmovement.com 

 

New Republic 

www.newrepublic.com 

 

New York Daily News 

www.nydailynews.com 

 

New York Magazine 

www.nymag.com 

 

New York Post 

www.nypost.com 

 

New York Times 

www.nytimes.com 

 

New Yorker 

www.newyorker.com 

 

Newsday 

www.newsday.com 

 

Newsmax 

www.newsmax.com 

 

News Times 

www.newstimes.com 

 

Newsweek 

www.newsweek.com 

 

News.com.au 

www.news.com.au 

 

New Zealand Herald 

www.nzherald.co.nz 

 

Olive Press Spain (English Version) 

www.theolivepress.es 

 

Opinuns Entertainment News 

www.opinuns.com 

 

Opposing Views 

www.opposingviews.com 

 

Orphans of the Storm 

www.orphansofthestorm.org 

 

Pacific Standard News 

www.psmag.com 

 

Parade 

www.parade.com 

 

 

Pasadena Now 

www.pasadenanow.com 

 

Pasadena Star-News 

www.pasadenastarnews.com 

 

Patriot Ledger 

www.patriotledger.com 

 

People 

www.people.com 

 

Perth Now 

www.perthnow.com.au 

 

PETA 

www.peta.org 

 

Philadelphia City Paper 

www.citypaper.net 

 

Philadelphia Daily News 

www.phillydailynews.com 

 

Philadelphia Inquirer 

www.inquirer.com 

 

Philadelphia Inquirer 

www.philly.com 

 

Philadelphia Tribune 

www.phillytrib.com 

 

Phoenix New Times 

www.phoenixnewtimes.com 

 

Pittsburgh City Paper 

www.pghcitypaper.com 

 

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette 

www.post-gazette.com 

 

Pittsburgh Tribune Live 

www.triblive.com 

 

Politico 

www.politico.com 

 

Politicus USA 

www.politicususa.com 

 

Portland Press Herald 

www.pressherald.com 

 

Push Back Politics 

www.pushbackpolitics.org 
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Raw Story 

www.rawstory.com 

 

Real Change News (Seattle) 

www.realchangenews.org 

 

Register 

www.theregister.co.uk 

 

Reuters 

www.reuters.com 

 

Richmond Times-Dispatch 

www.timesdispatch.com 

 

Right Wing Watch News 

www.rightwingwatch.org 

 

Ring of Fire 

www.ringoffireradio.com 

 

Ripoff Report 

www.ripoffreport.com 

 

Salon 

www.salon.com 

 

Salt Lake Tribune 

www.sltrib.com 

 

San Diego Reader 

www.sandiegoreader.com 

 

San Diego Union-Tribune 

www.sandiegouniontribune.com 

 

San Francisco Chronicle 

www.sfchronicle.com 

 

San Francisco Examiner 

www.sfexaminer.com 

 

San Francisco Gate 

www.sfgate.com 

 

San Francisco Globe 

www.sfglobe.com 

 

San Jose Mercury News 

www.mercurynews.com 

 

San Juan Star (English Version) 

www.sanjuanweeklypr.com 

 

San Marino Tribune 

www.sanmarinotribune.com 

 

 

Santa Monica Daily Press 

www.smdp.com 

 

Scotsman 

www.scotsman.com 

 

Seattle Times 

www.seattletimes.com 

 

Sherman Oaks Studio City Encino News 

www.shermanoaksstudiocitynews.com 

 

Slate 

www.slate.com 

 

Space Change News (Boston) 

www.sparechangenews.net 

 

St. Croix Source 

www.stcroixsource.com 

 

St. John Source 

www.stjohnsource.com 

 

St. John Tradewinds 

www.tradewinds.vi 

 

St. Louis American 

www.stlamerican.com 

 

St. Louis Post-Dispatch 

www.stltoday.com 

 

St. Thomas Source 

www.stthomassource.com 

 

Star Tribune 

www.startribune.com 

 

Straits Times 

www.straitstimes.com 

 

Street Roots (Portland, Oregon) 

www.streetroots.org 

 

Street Sense (Washington, DC) 

www.streetsense.org 

 

Street Spirit (San Francisco) 

www.thestreetspirit.org 

 

Street Vibes (Cincinnati) 

www.streetvibes.wordpress.com 

 

Street Wise (Chicago) 

www.streetwise.org 
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Sun 

www.thesun.co.uk 

 

Sun Chronicle 

www.thesunchronicle.com 

 

Sunday Times UK 

www.thesundaytimes.co.uk 

 

Sydney Morning Herald 

www.smh.com.au 

 

Tampa Bay Times 

www.tampabay.com 

 

Telegraph 

www.telegraph.co.uk 

 

Tennessean 

www.tennessean.com 

 

Think Progress 

www.thinkprogress.org 

 

Time 

www.time.com 

 

Times UK 

www.thetimes.co.uk 

 

Times of India (English Version) 

www.timesofindia.indiatimes.com 

 

Toronto Star 

www.thestar.com 

 

Toronto Sun 

www.torontosun.com 

 

Toshiba News 

start.toshiba.com 

 

Tulsa World 

www.tulsaworld.com 

 

United Press International 

www.upi.com 

 

US Hunger Relief (Feeding America) 

www.feedingamerica.org 

 

US News & World Report 

www.usnews.com 

 

US Uncut 

www.usuncut.com 

 

US Weekly 

www.usmagazine.com 

 

USA Today 

www.usatoday.com 

 

Vancouver Sun 

www.vancouversun.com 

 

Variety 

www.variety.com 

 

Verge 

www.theverge.com 

 

Vice News 

news.vice.com 

 

Vineyard Gazette 

www.vineyardgazette.com 

 

Virgin Islands Daily News 

www.virginislandsdailynews.com 

 

Voice of America 

www.voanews.com 

 

Volunteers of America 

www.voa.org 

 

Vox News 

www.vox.com 

 

Wall Street Journal 

www.wsj.com 

 

Washington City Paper 

www.washingtoncitypaper.com 

 

Washington Examiner 

www.washingtonexaminer.com 
 

Washington Post 

www.washingtonpost.com 
 

Washington Times 

www.washingtontimes.com 
 

Wichita Eagle 

www.kansas.com 
 

Wrap 

www.thewrap.com 
 

Yahoo News 

www.yahoo.com 
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Glass Owl 
Excerpt 7 

 

Below is an excerpt from the serialized novel Glass Owl. Copyright 2014. All rights reserved. Glass Owl is a serialized novel written in episodic format. Sections 
serialized by Opinion America were not reprinted in exact order of existing storylines from the novel. Copies of Glass Owl in 50 separate episodes (electronic 
format only) can be purchased online beginning in late 2016 from Google Play. Opinion America accepts fictional and nonfictional material by email only for 

publication of various subject matters. However all works must be legally copyrighted by rightful owner(s) of whom must provide proof of ownership to 
Opinion America before material is accepted for publication. Opinion America will not publish works plagiarized from other sources. No exceptions. 
 

Originally serialized in Street Beat News in 2014. 
 

Lance grins broadly as he kisses Elizabeth goodbye and watches her walk 

away. He laughs. 

“I’m a lucky guy—getting laid endlessly with no responsibility whatsoever.” 

“Oh really—I wouldn’t say that just yet?” 
Lance spins around and sees Howard standing about ten feet away. 

“Oh yeah—we’re alone.” 

Lance sighs. 

“I—I—was just hanging out?” 

Howard glances at Lance’s unbuttoned Levi’s. 

“I’d say.” 

Lance buttons his jeans. 

“Is there something you—why are you here?” 

Howard looks around and smirks. 

“This was a public beach—given to Marble Hills by my great-great grandfather. 

So technically, this is my beach—just like my granddaughter is my—property.” 
Lance seems frightened at the mentioning of Susan’s name. Howard notices. 

“Seems you’ve been quite busy bedding the young women of this town Mr. 

Weissman—and quite reckless at it from what I hear.” 

Howard moves closer to Lance. 

“One of which happens to be my granddaughter.” 

“It—it’s not what it seems—I swear.” 

“Is that so—actually it is what it seems—thought you would get away with 
fucking my granddaughter like a common whore—didn’t you—thought no one would 

find out—thought you could have your way with her—impregnate her—and dump her 

like she doesn’t matter at all to you—big mistake.” 

Lance seems panicked. 

“I can explain.” 

“I’ll just bet you can slick.” 
He pulls out a butcher knife from his jacket and lunges at Lance. Lance 

seems in shock as Howard rams the butcher knife into his chest. He looks at his 

chest as blood pours from the massive wound. He gasps as he struggles to speak. 

“It—it was you?” 
Lance falls backwards onto the sandy beach. 

 

Excerpt 8 will be published in the March-April 2016 issue. 
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